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Mine all Mine by Adam Davies is about a pulse named Otto Starks. A pulse is someone

with hyperdeveloped senses that take on security contracts to keep thieves from taking 

precious artifacts.

Otto has built up an immunity to a lot of lethal drugs by doping himself up on them. It’s 

a weird method, but it seems to work for him. He was once the best at his job, but something–

or rather, someone–has him plummeting to the bottom of the pulse ladder.

That someone is the Rat Burglar, who seems to know exactly what drugs to use to put 

him out of commission on the job. To make things worse, he’s in trouble on the home-front.

His girlfriend, Charlie, mentioned to him that she had a dream of sailing away from everything 

on a boat. So while he was still at the top of the ladder, he bought a 6 figure boat, figuring he 

could pay for it in installments. But then his luck at work slipped and he wasn’t able to make 

payments.

So he did the best next thing–he went to a loan shark. The only problem? He keeps 

slipping further and further down the rung at work, which is constantly delaying his payments 

to the loan shark. Who has threatened Charlie’s life.

Otto gets in so many messes it’s a miracle he scrapes through any of them–and he 

does, just barely, scrape through.I won’t go into more detail about the plot itself, because it 

will give the story away (and I don’t want to do that!). I will say, however, that this was one of 

the best suspense novels I’ve read in a long time.

The characters well were developed and the plot zinged along the way it should, since 

it’s a suspense novel. It is a page-turner and definitely a book I’d recommend to anyone who 

enjoys a little adventure in their fiction.
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